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EDITORIAL
'BUFORA JOURNAL' is the official organ of the British uFo

Research

Association, which is engaged upon the scientifiC investigation of UFO phenomena.
It would be out of line with Association policy for the 'Journal ' to include articles

of a content

obviously non-scientific. The problem-and

it is

one which

has

occasioned this Editor a number of headaches-is to decide whether or not a given
alticle is ' scientifi.c ' within the true meaning of the term.
clearly, 'scientifi.c' is a label which cannot be affixed to such notions as that
of a flat Earth, for which no viable arguments can be advanced, or to obsoiete
theological ,concepts w'hich have long ceased to command the respect of the vast
majority of men. It is equally clear, however, that the current views of the
scientifi.c Establishment cannot be held sacrosanct. uFo-research, in particular,
is finding itself hampered at present by the dogmatic asseverarions bf certain

scientists. Thus, it is claimed that uFos cannot exist because the gulfs of space
betrveen the sun and other stars can never, in view of the speed-of-lifht limitaiion,
be spanned by spaceships.
In this connection it is well to bear in mind the words of the biologist Dr.
Aifred Russell Wallace, Darwin's great co-worker in the formulation of the theory
of Orgairic Evolution and therefore a man whose opinions on the subject cannot
lightly be disregarded :
" The whole history of Science shows that whenever scientific men
have denied the facts of other scientific investigators on a priori
grounds of absurdity or improbability, the deniers have always
been wiong."
tr corrimend.the passage to the attention of a certain section of my readership,
nostly youthful, which seems to beiieve that the scientific theories of this day and
age comprise the stuff of Ultimate Truth.
My admonition is timely in that UFO-research seems to be drifting towards an
alliance with Psychical Research, which latter is itself a subject anathema to the
knowalls of the contemporary scientific Establishment. Yet, as the physicist Dr.

Ral'nor Johnson writes:
" It is . . . a matter of the most profound and far-reaching iinpiications
to be able now to claim that telepathy, clairvoyance and precognition
are indubitable hard facts; that the evidence for them is as wellfounded and reliable as for the basic facts of physics and chemistry."
As Editor of ' BUFORA JOURNAL ' I am conscious of my responsibility to
present the facts, ALL the facts, of UFO investigation to my readers. I arn not
prepared to soft-pedal on certain aspects of the subject because to do otherwise
may bring down upon my head the wrath of the followers of the prevailing materialistic school of thought on matters scientific.
I! fo1 example, certain types of UFO phenomena are associated with poltergeist
manifestations, f am not willing to omit all mention of the fact from these p-ages
in deference to the prejudices of those who like to believe that poltergeist manifestations can never happen. f am not inclined to disregard or disparage the atrempts
of certain of my colleagues to establish telepathic yapport with UFO entities, wh-n,
for all I know or can prove to the contrary, telepathy may be as valid a tool of
investigation in this field as any other.
Scientific metlnd, of course, must be applied in every stage of our researches.
Scientific dogma ought to be discarded from the outset.

)

MEDICAL ASPECTS OF NON-EVENTS
(The following article is reprinted, with grateful acknowledgements, from
'Anomaly,'Edited by John A. Keei at Box 351, Murray Hill Station, New York,
N.Y. 10016, u.s.A.).
The contactee syndrome frequently produces a long range sequence ofphysical
and emotional changes which closely parallel the well-known symptorns of chronic
alcoholism. In many cases the percipient (UFO contactee) experiences one of two
major reactions during the initial contact: (1) Extreme fear, oftimes bordering on
hysteria. (2) Complete euphoria.
Hysteria can create temporary paralysis and physiological reactioirs such as
nausea, temporary stomach disorders, headaches, etc.
The euphoric reaction is exactly opposite. In these cases the percipient
experiences an acute sense of well-being, or, at minimum, a total la-ck of volition and
control. He or she enjoys the " contact " and looks forward to a recurrence of
the same kind of event.

Following contact, one of two emotional responses frequently_take place:

(1) Expansion of awareness and perception. (2) Rapid deterioration of personality.
The euphoric-type experience can sometimes produce a combination of these

responses. We have now closely investigated and studied approlimately 200
invblved percipients. In several cases we were able to isolate potential contactees
before their main experiences began. They were kept under constant stldy
through all the stagei of initial " contact " and their reactions. were carefully
recorded and compared. The following information has been derived from these
studies.

The "

expansion

" (1) percipient gradually develops a higher I. Q. and

heightened peiceptions in all areas. ESP abilities, are, frequently enhanced. The
unc-onscioujmind seems to release all kinds of hidden data into the conscious mind,
sometimes through dreams and sometimes through sudden flashes of acute perception.
In a few cases it was noted that visual and auditory acuity was also noticeably
affected. These percipients were able to see siightly above the normal visible
spectrum and weie able to hear sounds in the ultra-sonic range. These changes
cin occur very suddenly, even within 24 hours after initial contact.
The type 2 percipient may briefly enfoy heightened perceptions but this is
usually foliowed by a slow deterioration of pelsonality. Persons who weie fundarnen6ily honest before contact begin to suffer from confabulation. The UtrO
evenr dominates their life and they willingly engage in any lie or subterfuge necessary
to substantiate their story. Since they afe consumed by total belief, they can
successfully pass lie detector tests. Specific sensory _information h 5s d:ee^ply
implanted in iheir mind that they are able to recite their UFO experiences word'forword months) or even years later.
The type 2 percipient (and some type 1's) may develop obsessive-compulsive
characterislics arid become'completely preoccupied with the contact experience.
Such individuals devote a large part of their time to spreading the " messag"." ,of
the UFO occupants even though this may lead to the loss of their jobs and_ the
eventual disint6gration of their-family life. They become " space age messiahs "
and willingly en-dure ridicule and hardship in order to advance the " cause."

These characteristics are also found in religious-fanatics who, following a

vision
or profound religious experience, abandon t6eir fcrrmer *uy or fi{b to"dedicate
,o " saving souls." The.rerigious fanatic orten aev'etops conrempt) even
t:Trd"."_:
hatred) lor those who _are " unenlightened," and many vile irimes have - bee'
committed by fanatics who justified thlir actions by clairning tnut th.y.*.;; i"llo;"G
orders issued by the " v_oicg of God "; a classic iy*pto*"of puiunotu.
on the other hand, the true. UFo percipilni usualiy ^ignores ridicule and
scepticism, !"_qlilg_ th-at he knows the truth and^that othershifi iventuaily tearrrli
also. The uFo buff is, _by _yuy of qrlIrast, an obsessive-.9-puti". pl.r"""ritv
yt:tl-,gltr"oid,leanings. Unlike the UFO pe_r_cipient, the buf openly .o;b;i;
sceptlclsm and is an avid publicity-seeker. veiy few percipients want or seek
personal

publicity.
percipients rlqually suffer rnental blackouts, amnesia, and disorientation
UFO
. .
in time^and.pla9g. Additional UFo experiences can occur, someti*i,
basis, after initial contact. These events usuaily taper ofl within a rew
""-*-auily
*ontrri
rarely-lasting beyond a year. But they can recuiagain several vears later.
. .contact-is preceded by a long sequence of pieparatory .u"rrtr which are so
subtle that they are seldom nodced by the poteniiai percipient. In several cases
we have traced these back as far as five yeari before the orrert contact finally took
place. In a few cases, rhese evgnls began in childhooc even though tn" pe.Jipi."l
was not formally contacted until he oi she reached adulthood.
The divorce rate among contacrees is very high. part of the contactee
syndrome_ involves divorcing their present spouse ani, later remarrying t
presumably_selected for them by ihe " entities." In a numbe. ,jr Jur.r,d.;;;
uott
panies in the new marriage beCame convinced that they were actually .; ,pu."
people " themselves.
these peopre are perfectly normal in"all oihei
^outwardly,
respects. Their uFo,,obsessior.r.
to, iequire"extensive prv"rriulii.
treatment. The uFo " entities " .rarely-seerns
become a part of their everyday lives . :. ; ;;t
secret part.

maiority of all UFO percipients are medically sound and not heavy drinkers.
fact, many are te-etotalers. Yet chronic alcohoiics suffer from many of these
same symptorns. .After several years of hard drinking there is a distinci deterioration of personality. The hallucinations of deliliuh tremens are ibllowed hv
",I(orsakoff's psychosis " rvhich results in amnesia and disorientation of time a"i
place. confabulation
promi-nent symptom and fictitious episodes aie
.becomes a
related, to rhe extent that the seveiity
_o! the amn6sia may noi be at first upfur*r
The patient becomes impulsive, untruthful
and unreliable, and divorce often iollows

In

narurally.

The contactee syndrome could be based upon some still undefined. form of
-.
schizophrenia. The unconscious mind is directly involved and the ry"uprl,
(mgpory circuits) of .the-brain appear to be-tampered with in ro-. i"""'lrti.lul.
fashion.
-The percipient's memory is sometimes-overloaded with informdtion to
account for periods of.time which e]3Rsed during the contact experience. Thus, a
percipient may have vivid total recall bf a sequeice of non-eventi which seeminfty
took several hours while the.actual elapsed time was considerably shorter. Mem|ry
of these non-events can include detailed sensory information of smell, touch, eti.
This is mental hyperbolism; over-programming"of the percipienr's mind.
These non-evenrs are ofren aliegorical and. may be meant to convey hidden
meanings to rhose capable of proper$ intrepreting ihe data.
I

Two techniques af,e ernpioyed by the uFos. Some percipients are forced to
forget their experience by a biock which cuts off the memory cells from the conscious
nind, Then' as in the case of Betry and Barney Hill, the subconscious may feed
this hidden ciata upwarCs through dreams and nightmares. The only way ro
circuntt'ent the block is through the skiiled use of hypnosis. However, information
extracted throrigh hypnosis cannot be trusted.
Other percipients have the memory cells of the actual experience altered in
some manner and false data replaces the ffue memory. This false data can take
incredible forms. The monsters, flights to other planets, etc., may be remembered
with absolute clarity and total conviction. These confabulations seem as real ro
the witness as his memory of what he had for breakfast that morning.
Fragments of the real experience can remain buried in the unconscious mind.
Uninfbrmed psychiatrists and researchers usually rnake the mistake of merely
trying to obtain further confirmation of the remembered experience througir
hypnosis and they do not try to dig for a deeper, atrrernate sequence of events.
No contactee event can be accepted on the strength of the percipient's surface
memory alone. Paradoxicaily, total recall of an event may indicate that the event
never actually took place. The percipient is able to remember every minute detail
because those detaiis were carefully implanted in his memory banks. $Titnesses of
this rype rnay clearly rernember extended visits to the " caves of the Deros " or
to the splendid cities of some distant planet when actually their bodies never left
the spot where the contact occurred. This type of non-event is most common in
Irish " fairy " lore,'occult records, and religious " miracles."
We can not, of course, exclude the possibility that some percipients may have
undergone a genuine physical experience, but our studies indicate that most, if not
all, percipients suffered mind tampering rather than a real experience. This led to
deterioration of personality, insanity, paranoid schizophrenia and other emotional
aberrations.

Non-smokerc, teetotalers and vegetarians seern to have a higher rate of contact.
a very high rate and can reveal all of these symptoms. Metaboiic
changes can occur after contact.
Doctors working with alcoholics and schizoprenics have discovered that

LSD users have

vitamin defi.ciencies can disturb the oxidative metabolism of the brain. It is
possible that a similar chemical imbalance is present in the brains of the UFO
percipients.
The contactee syndro;ne has not been adequately studied by quaiified medical

researchers. There is no clinical precedent for these manifestations within
psychiatry. Yet there seem to be many thousands of " silent contactees " in the
U.S. alone. Some of these people have been living in a secret hell for years. We
have outlined sorne of the rnajor symptoms here. An intelligent, properly organized
study of these people can give us important insights into the real nature of the overall
phenomenon. The stories of the non-events can provide no basis for study. \We
must examine the people themselves in depth and systematically.
JoHN

A. Krrr.

Note. Korsakoff's psychosis, referred to by Mr. Keel in the text of the
above article, is a mental disorder which often accompanies polyneuritis, (sirnultaneous inflammation of several nerves, induced by alcohol or other stimulus),
the syrnptoms of which are disorientation and a love of relating fantastic tales.
Editoriql

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE UFO STATTSTICS
Ministry of Defence UFO Statistics for the period lst January 1959 to 31st
December 1969 are now availabie. It appears that a grand total of 1316 reports
were received and evaluated during the ll-year period. The breakdown is as
fbllows. I have added the percentage figures.
Satellites & D6bris
Balloons
Celestial Objects
Meteorological and
Natural Phenomena

313

23.8%
8.4%

123

e.4%

94

7.1%

Aircraft

441
110

1? {o/

ilt

Miscellaneous,

Unexplained
(Insuffi.cient Inforrnation)

Total

.

124
1316

8.4%
9.4%
100.0%

The American investigators of the now defunct Project Blue Book ahvays
aliowed separate categories for ' Unexplained' and ' Insufficient Information'
reports. The implication is that reports lacking adequate information to enable
evaluation to be attempted are rejected out-of-irand by Ministry of Defence
investigators and fi.nd no place in their published statistics.

It is, of course, misleading to conftrse the two categories, as the M.O.D. has
done. ' Insufficient Information '.rightly relates to reports in which data is iacking

which would enable a reliable opinion to be formed concerning the cause and natur-e
of the sighting. ' Unexplained ' ought properly to relate to reports in which adequate
data is available to enable a conventional explanation of the sighting to be made,
but, notwithstanding, such conventional explanation cannot be supplied.

It is a mere sophism to claim, as the Ministry does, that given additional
information ,any rcport can be resolved. of course it can-but not necessarily in
conventional terms. r think that a number of the reports comprised in the ' Unexplained' category in the Ministry's statistics, would, if examined, exhibit a
definite 'family likeness' among themselves, r,vhich would be the likeness of alien
rrehicles.

For the rest, f am not inclined to be too hard on the M.O.D. investigators.
My own observations confi.rm that upwards of 90)i, of UFO reports relate to misidentified conventional objects and natural phenomena. I agree that aircraftespecialiy at night-are a rnajor cause of error, with satellites and satellite d6bris
following as a close second. The proportions in which the orher 'dud' reports
are assigned to the various stated categories seenl to be about right. Making due
allowance for the official bias against the possibility of the existence of alien craft,
or) at any rate, against any public admission of such a possibility, I think the
Ministry investigators have probabiy done a sound and workmanlike job.

J.C-8.
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SIGHTING AT STARR I{ILL, W.d,Rtt4rNSTER
On Saturday, 2lst March, 7970, at approx. 9. 15 p.m.
Weather conditions consisted of cloud patches in a clear sky and the moon

clouded over most of the time, and definitely ctrouded over at the time of sighting
the phenomenon.
Peaple inztoloed were John Dunscombe and Moreen Butler, both of Warminster,
Veronica Cadbey of Trowbridge, S7ilts and Jim Weilings of Bodmin, Cornwall.
Situation, on the lane between the main Salisbury road and Starr Hill, which
is about one mile out of Warminster.
Actual pcint of sighring, approx. 400 yards going towards the railway bridge,
which runs over the main line between W-arminster and Salisbury. To the left
the view is obscured by thick high hedges. To the right there are open fieids
stretching to the base of a hill. The fields are a drop of approx. 30 feet ro the road.
Account of sighting. We were proceeding by car along the lane, as it is narrow
and the road rough, our speed was reduced to about 20 m.p.h. At about 400 yards,
through the then broken hedge-row on our right, we sa$' whar appeared to be a
house lit up from the inside, weli across the field, but there was a gasp of surprise
from everyone when it began to rriove from right to left at an agle towards us. The
object moved horizontally, smoothly and noiselessly, and accelerated all the time.
As it came closer we saw that it was a black shape about the size of a car, and what
appeared to be windorvs in the first piace, becarne less definite, due to the ligirt
inside glowing much brighter. It was a white light similar to oxygen acetelene or
an arc light. lWe estimated that the object crossed our path at a speed of approx.
100 m.p.h., when we were about 200 yarcis away frorn it. It then passed just
behind the railway bridge, but by the time we reached the bridge where the trees
had run out to our left, and we could see cleariy for quite a distance there was
nothing in sight. All four of us got out of the car and just gaped.
The followirry day, having discovered that the fi.eld was about 30 feet below the
road, and the fact that the object was at a height of approx. 7 feet above the road
when it crossed, it rnust have been hovering at about 30 to 40 feet before moving ofr.
On seoeral occasions rve have re-visited the spot where we first sighted the object,
and have tried to discover any reflections from traffic passing on the main road,
but there was none. We also made enquiries about any exercises on this night,
there were none. We have watched several trains go through, but nothing can
answer for what we saw on that night.
\Tritten collectively by :
MoRrsN BurrnR.
VnnoNrcR Cnoery.

Jlm SfnruNcs.

JoHN DuNscomnn.

Editorial Comment. Here we have a sighting from the l7arminster area which is
quite unconnected with Arthur Shuttlewood and his group, a fact which may
commend it to the impartial scrlltiny of the anti-Warminster ' lobby' among UFOresearchers.

This . strange .anti-Warminster aberration is widespread among researchers.
Thus, writing g-'BUFORA RESEARCH BULLETIN, on the zublect of the
controvei:sial UFo _sightings during the Sky-\Yatch of June 2812g, i969, nty friends
Roger Stanrvay and rony Pace label cradie Flill " infamous," aibeit no reason is
supplied for the use of the epithet. rn a subsequent issue of the ' BULLETIN '
appears the statement: "
. the type of,spectruin is consisteni with the baliooncarlying-aJight-source explanation and oniy adde to the weight of circusstantial
evidence, pointing towards a hoax at Warminster perpetrated -for the benefit of the
Sky-S7atch."

Now I was in charge of the \Tarminster Sky-Watch on the occasion in question
know of no circumstantial evidence, u'eighty or crherwise, pointing td such a
conclusion. Vague anci unsubstantiated allegations of hoaxing do not-consrirute
and

I

evidence.

The surface wind was s to s$7 v,hen the sightings wele n:ade. The lighted
objects.noth moved towards the E or SE. Therefore, i,xrhatever else they rr:alihave
been, they were NOT lighted balloons. stanway and Pace cbserve that, at sunse'r
ol tlie 28th June, plumes of cirrus cioud over cradle Hill were moving to the SE.
No doubt, but the estimated height of the cirrus cioud-base was 24;00A ft., and
the objects were much lower than that while in vie-w and therefore subiect to the

wind blowing at surface levei.
Taken in conjunction with the points raised b3r Arthur Shuttlera'ooc1 in the
last issue cf the ' Journal,' I feel that a strong case exiets fcr continuing to treat the
iighted objects as UFOs. There are flo esiablished types of light spectra which pertain exciusively to UFOs anci I fbel that this line of argument will-iead us nowhlere,

If

the objects had been observed anyvrhere else rhan at Warminster,

f feel sure

that the lighted balloon explanation lvou-ld have been subjected to a much mcre
critical analysis than was the case here.
As a footnote, I may mention that there has recently been yet another report
of_ invisibie walking' on Cradle Hill. The Hili has for long been-a focus of unuiuai
phenomena

and_ many years ago, uthen cottages stood on ths present site of the copse
at its sumrnit, they were the scene cf violent manifestations of a poltergcist rype.
. r wouid appeal to ail researcheis to deal with repo!:ts emanating fi'om szarminster in an objective manner. Personalities ought not to be permittid to obscure
the issue. What Arthur Shuttlelvood says, or rvhat I say, does not matter. \ff/hat
DOES matter is what is seen and heard in the area.
Ufocals are not so plentiful in Eritain thai we can afford to ignore this one !

The British UFO Research Association does not hold or express corporare
views on UFO phenomena. The Editor and his contritrutors are solely responsible
for views advanced over their names in this 'Journal.'
Articles and items for inclusion in the 'Journal' rrru-st be sent direct to the
Editor and not to other BUFORA oIfi.cers. Requests for perrnission to reproduce
material from the 'Journal' should also be addressed to the Editor.
8

CHARTOTS OF TFIE GODS?-NOT PROVEN

An outgrowth of the venerable " Atlantean " literature of the past century,
which has attempted to demonstrate the world-wide existence in the past of a
highly-advanced technological civilisation, has been that which, since 1947, has
sought to prove the existence of a connexion between this alleged civilisation, and
that set of phenomena today known

as UFOs.

A recent addition to the ranks of works by Leslie, Misraki/Thomas, Trench,
Pauweis and Bergier, et al., has been Erich von Daniken's highly successful
Chariots of rhe Gods ? (1), serialised in the Sunday Mirror under the titie of one of its
chapters, " \Yas God an Astronaut ? " As Charles Bowen pointed out in a review
(2), " much of w-hat von Daniken says has been said already," and has gained wide
acceptance in ufological and other circles. At the $ame time, however, he echoes
the warning given by Gordon Creighton (3) that things are rarely in fact as these
authors make them appear.
This is true of Chariots ? The ultimate point of the book is vague and nebulous,

but developo from the assertion (p. 69) ihal " undefinable ages ago an unknolvn
space-ship discovered our pianet. "The crew were not anthropomorphic" (p. 4l),
being " giants " (p. 51) with r.vetrbed, four-fi.ngered hands (p. 36), but rnanaged,
in defiance of genetic laws, to mate with " the daughters of men " (Genesis vi.,
l-4) to produce fertiie offspring. Every few generations this crew returned and
fertilised some of their own descendants in order to raise the level of intelligence of
terrestf ial man. Vhile centuries passed on earth, Einsteinian time-dilatation effects
ensured that the astronauts aged but little (although in fact the time-dilatation
efrect is valid only fbr bodies moving with constant velocity; it'*'ould be negated by
the changes of speed and direction involved in any landing and re-launching). This
accollnts foi the fantastically long life-span attiibuted to Biblical patriarchs and
Mesopotarnian kings. (A more likely explanation, based on the oddities of the
eadiest Mesopotamian caiendar, may be found in (4).).
Von Daniken is unable to salz when this programme began, but his evidence
indicates that, although " a mixture of primitir:e men lived in Mesopotamia about
40,000 years ago," suddenly, " for reasons inexpiicable so far, the Sumerians were
there with their asironomy, their cuiture, and their technology " (p. 42) (5).

This story is pieced together frorn " passages in very ancient texts that have
no place in the working hypothesis in use up to the present " (p. 86), together with a
mish-mash of supposed " mysteries " drawn after a fashion from archaeology.
The author's approach to " ancient texts " may be illustrated by his apparent
acceptance of the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch (p. 67)-" although it is
still an unsolved puzzle in what language he could have written " it. Even Roman
Catholic exegesis, especiaiiy since the publicaticn of the encyclical Divino afflante
Spiritu (6), has ceased to hold the doctrine of the &'l.osaic authorship (7); nor have
I previously encountered any doubt that the original language of the Five Books
was Hebrerv.

Virh regard to his ventures into archaeology, a little research has produced a
depressingly long list of rnajor ina-ccuracies and distortions in von Daniken's text.
Most examples are fairly complex and would require extended treatment, but a
few simpler ones may be instanced here.

Can we really accept, he asks for example, that the famous " colossal " statues
of Easter Island were carved " with rudirnentary tools " out of " steel-hard volcanic
stoner" then moved " across country for rniles, without rollers " since " no tfees
grow on the island " (pp. 112-113) ? Had he read Thol Heyerdahl's Aku-Aku (8),
cited in his bibliography, he vrould not only have found photographs showing trees
grorving on the isiand, but would have read of the very long history of native woodcarving (indeed, he himself refers to " wooden tablets " found with the statues).
\Tooden rods, according to th'e Encyclopaedia Britannica (9), have been shown by
excavation to have formed the frame',vork of ancient native houses. On the other
hand, Heyerdahl reports that 180 present-day islanders rnoved and erected a 12-ton
statue " simply by hauling on ropes" (op. cit.); the ErccyclopaediaBritannica adds
that " native hemp and hibiscus fibre furnished aclequate materials " for ropes and
" round pebbles were placed underneath to serve as rollers." Moreover, far from
being " steel hard," the native rock is " compresssed volcanic ash, a soft and easily
r.vorked stone

"

(9).

Von Daniken shows similar lack of regard for, or ignorance of,, fact when
" rnysteries " of the Peruvian Nazca Plain, previously written of by
several writers (see e.9., lO)-though, unlike them, he claims to have visited it in
peison (p. 31). The Plain of Nazca, it is generally agreed by those who have ever
rehashing the

seen it (and by von Daniken), bears pre-historic markings which look like nothing
so much as a vast ultra-modern airfi.eld. However, a photograph said to be "very
reminiscent of the aircraft parking bays on a modern airport " in fact shows the

lOft.-long right claw of a 50ft. " drawing" of a bird (11); other markings, most
untypical of an airfieid, include a nearby spider-monkey, " a fish hooked upon a
line, a spider, and a branching tree " (ibid.). Likewise, the " incredibly old " ruins
of the " enormous city" of Tiahuanaco (p. 34 fl are, in fact, " a loose group of
edifices " (11), covering less than a haliacre (12), and were not " obviously "
overturned " by a catastrophe of tremendous dimensions " incredible ages ago, but
rvere pulled apart by European colonists, the stones-" all but the largest "-having
been built into the house-walls of the villages below.
The Great Pyramid, fi.nally, daes not record " the celebrated figure r : 3.14159 "
(p. 97), although, like the other Egyptian pyramids, it was built with semi-perimeter
and height (not base area and height, as von Daniken supposes) in the rough ratio of
22:7 (I3)*.hovr rough we cannot be sure, since its original dimensions are not
accurately known (estimates of base-line vary by up to 20ft., while no other source
gives a height closer than 9ft., to that quoted by von Daniken on p. 101).
In general, Chariots o;f tlae Gods ? is, like its predecessors, naive and uncritical,
its archaeological outlook and material are frequently 50 or more years out of date,
and, despite an impressive bibliography, the researching is extremely poor. Until
evidence of a far rnore substantial nature than misrepresented legends and spurious
facts is produced (14), the case of von Daniken, Leslie, Trench, etc.) can only be
adjudged " not proven."
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NOTES & QUOTES
UFOS & Apollo

Lurid reports are circulating in UFO journals of
the baser sort, pul'porting to reveal details of a
conversation between the Apollo 11 astronauts
and Mission Control concerning UFOs seen in the lunar surface during the flight.
These reports are lacking in foundation and are an example of the worst sort of
'ham' journalism. They should be totally disregarded.
11.

The Bermuda Triangle.

The April 1970 issue of ' Pursuit,' the Journal of
the Society for the Investigation of the Unexplained, states that this area, so prolifi.c in
disasters to aircraft, is one of ten similar areas distributed around the northern snd
southern hemispheres of the planet. Further details will be awaited vrith iniciest
by all tTFO-researchers,

ll

warning to sceptics.

" The pharisaical scepticism which denies
without investigation is quite as perilous and

much more contemptible than the blind credulity
which accepts all that ir is taught without inquiry: it ii, indeed, but anorher form of
ignorance assurning to be knowledge."

CarnsnrNn Cnown.

' Fortean

' Phenomena.

Ought the Association to broaden the basis of its
research so as to include 'Fortean' phenomena ?

."iff

n

tffi

ontaneous
tf rSF l'f.t'niL:x"ff l;:L*:13.3 l-f
Ness and the like, may, for all we know, have a bearing on the enigma of the UFOs.
r_ propose to_raise the matter at the forthcoming A.G.M. Leithe membership
deliberate and decide.

from the sky, the

s

Nothing on the

Nahanni.

p

I have just received a Bulletin from an American,
Paul Doerr, who has recently travelled to the

ji d:;l::'?"tff",k";.pdlt

of ail sorts of mysteriou,
Breakthrough,' by Brad Steiger and Joan \Thritenour, will recall. It seems that
Doerr found nothing at all unusual in the area and even the temperature of the
" Headless Valley " was disappointing, not appreciably higher then elsewhere in
the Territory.
scene

Holes at the

""ila1Tl"Jj:::

Poles.

the Earth, schoor or

thought. r

Certain photographs are currently in circulation
which purport to establish the existence of polar

dff l'lrs::ff frtlil:"$lJ.l*,' J:fl'"fl"fi JH:l:

at length. obviously, however,

something more than a few alleged satellire
photographs rvould be required to bring about a radical revision ofscienlific theories
concerning
composition
-theas they go, to of the Earth. Assuming the photographs to be
genuine so far
say that there MUST be anothei explanation of the
apparent polar orifices would perhaps savour of scientific dogmatism, so I will
content myself with osberving that it is extremely probable rhat another explanation
will eventually emerge.

Tlle origin of the uFos.

There is a growing_scepticism among researchers
concerning the validity of the extra-terrestrial
hypothesis of UFO origin. I must admit that I
am not untouched by this scepticism myself, albeit I find the various alternative
possibilities which have been mooted generally unacceptable. Is there perhaps some
factor which we have overlooked, some golden key which, if recognised fofwhat it
is, could unlock the door to a full understanding of the UFO phenomenon ? The
truth may be much simpler than we have imagined-or infinitely more complex.

J.C-8.
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EI,EMENTS OF THE UFO ENCOUNTER AND THE
ECSOMATIC EXPER,TENCE COMP.{R.ED
There are hints to be found here and there in the UFC literature that ecsomatic
(out-of-the-body) projection is, someholv, linked rvith the UFO encounter, notably
in H. S. W. Chibbett's article on UFOs and Parapsychology (in F.S.R's UFO
Percipients), and in Desmond Leslie's commentary on Adamski, in the revised
edition of Flying Saucers Hazse Landed. However, so far as I am aware, no detailed
study of the matter exists.
The following comparative tables offer a selection of examples of certain
parallelisms to be found among the elements of the two types of experience. Of
particular note are the various luminous coloured spheres, ovoids, and rays; the
human and humanoid forms; the faliing leaf, and other manoeuvres; sounds heard
at the onset and termination of the experiences; cataleptic paralysis; and stigmata.
The tabulation is framed with reference to the sensory modalities chiefly. It
is intended to serve as an introduction and background to further, and more readable
articles to be written on the subject, in which the hints given here will be developed
and compaied r,r'ith parallelisms from psychic research, mythology, folklore, dreams,
and shamanism.

The term ' ecsomatic experience' is defi.ned as one in which the observer feels
himself to be observing objects of perception from a point of view which is not
coincident with his physical body; and the term ' parasomatic body' is used to
define the body, or vehicle of consciousness additional to the physical body. The
'psychophysical link' is that which connects the parasomatic body to the physical
body.
(Whether the ecsornatic experience is
issue

here.

' real'

or hallucinatory is not basically at

The concern is with tu)o types of experience and the many parallel features

which these exhibir-En.).

VISUAL
(1a) Forms of the UFO
UFOIC

ECSOMATIC
Large

Parasomatic body of giant size (POAP. 83; SPAP. 69; MAP

Smali

Small size of parasomatic body

(ML.

60, 75; OBE. 32).

Subject has sensation of being like a balloon (SPAP. 6); like a ball (SPAP. 1 8 1);
a " circular blotr of mind " (MAP. 44). Numerous instances of globes as
deathbed phenomena (ETAL. 12-18)-death-the final proiection.
Oval

SubJ'ect senses his parasomatic as an immense oval-shaped bubble (SPAP. 69);
as an " area cf ccntrcl vaguely oval in shape " (OBE. 32). Oval lights as
deathbed phenomena (ETAL. 12-18).

Cigar-shaped

Subject saw his parasomatic body as looking like a bolster turning over and
over (SPAP. 104); "much the same as a barrage balloon" (SPAP. 131).
Columns of light as deathbed phenomena (ETAL. 12-18).

(ML.

Disc

Subject sees a disc of light

FIalf-moon

Subject moved towards a half-moon of light that was
1

Elongated pencil-shape : tube.

60).

" miles

away

"

(SPAP

19).

These might be perceptions of part of the cord-like, rod-like, ray-like, or
tubular link that stretches bctween the parasomatic and physical bodies,

UFOIC

ECSOMATIC

Cross

Subjecr pro.jects wirh arms ou***JJrpnF.
Cross-shaped obiecr iliustrared in (POAP. 145).

Bird-shape

-t""""a-**pa

sei

Perhaps the_ half-moon-shape with a porrion of the psychophysical link
Mushroo^m-shap_ed hieroglyph associated by Puharich wiih e6co-matic
proratic pro.
iection (SM. 182-3t.

,-t"t*a

,*.;th"

literature, I believe ir possible that some will turn up. [n view of
rf the fact
frc
that some of the extruded parasomatic marerial which sometimes enshrouds
enshroudr

Square

Bell-shape

the exteriorisedbody is rep-orted to be fantasy,inducing, and perhaps ideoplaslic
leoplastic,
rt mrgnt wetl take on any lorm.

X-ray presentation: central column or figure
seen through the side
of the UFO.

-*-*tr,--**t
windows, doors, emblems.

PAP. 207)_
Ecsomatii activities observed

parasomatic bodies

by proiectors on the

(ETAL. 149; SPAP.

69).

sufaces

of

bubble-likt

M

sometimes gpaqgg.qr clo_udy material frequently envelopes the inner parasomatic body of light which shines through in patches.- The reputed jdeoplastic properties of this material would allow foi the production emblematic
marks.

Appendages

of

Fiery trails

Parasomatic body leaves a trail of light ('fAP. 4l; PAP. 62, 66). gq1qs1s1s e1
New Guinea _repgted to _fly_ th-r-ou_gh the air (in the exteriorised body), leaving
fiery trails behind them (SD. 295f.).

Rays

The psychophysical link described as a ray of light, notably as " a long ray
searchlight " (ETAL. 75); an " uncanny tape of light " (MAP. xix.).

Vapour trails

The link.as " a-broad dusty ray " (ETAL. 24); a " smoky string " (ETAL. 23)
and trailing off into vapour (MAP. 44). Vapoury cord (ETAL. 167).

Cords
Ropes

The usual description of the link (ETAL. t67).
Popularly known as the astral cord,

Muttiple filaments.

The link is reported to be conprised of many threads, and it sometimes takes
on a frayed appearance (ETAL. 18, 22,25,31,41; MAP. 92; II. 4, 5). C.f.
UFO Chronicle 1.2.16,_where a long white arc connecting two UFOs a-ppearing
to be frayed at one end.

Threads

Another aspect of the link (ETAL. 2l; SPAP. 92; PAB. 77-8). " A bright
electric hairline," " a thread of light . . . .like mercury " are typical descriptims.

Rods,

Tle

Tubes

The link.described as b-eing like a soft piece of garden hose (ETAL. 31)
Re-entry ilto the physical body is said to be like being sucked through a tubethe link (II.7).

Chains

The link described as a chain (ETAL.

L""dt"g -*

S""'R"dC'"b*
TI* lt"k
l"dd*

rhe uFo
(exterior)

Antennae

Ladders

Lifts

psychophysical

(MAP.35).

"r "

lirk

described as

" a light, lminous, flexible rod "

79). C.f.

ghosts

with

chains.

-

Ci'. 50-5D

Ramps

The-ecsomatic subiect employs lift and climbing symbolism as a technique for
the induction of the ecsomatic state: he imagines himself going up in a -lift, or
climbing a ramp or a ladder, etc.

An arm extendins
from a UFO (FSi.

Another homologue of the

Append-

Tubes

ages

Rods

In UFO encounters these are generally observed by the contactee to be
prohuding from the inner walls of the UFO ard pointing directly at him at
about head height (Villas Boas case), It is suggested that the witness was
enveloped in an ideoplastic, fantasy-inducing of mass parasomatic material
through which the psychophysical link connected him to the physical body.

13.1.iii, etc.).

of

the uFo
(interior)

14

ecsomatic experience,

cord. C.f.

Ezekiel's vision which reads like an

Vires

Ditto.

Dials,
Screens

Screens seen by proiectors (MAP. 5; FU. 115).
Could be the parasomatic body, or a sectional view of the link.

Portholes

Perhaps gaps

in the enveloping parasomatic material. See'Portholes,'

above.

UFOIC
Append-

ages of
the uFo
(interior)

(cont.)

ECSOMATIC
Couch
Table

Subject finds himself lying on a table (PAP. 72). Seems to be a visualisation
conne.ted with the horizontal position of the exteriorised body.

Central column

Perhaps a visualisation connected with the upright
body.

pcition of the

parasomatic

(1b) Associated forms
Multiple forms

Multiple forms released in ecsomatic proiection (POAP. 145, 133). Illustra
of UFO-ic and humanoid forms (POAP. 145).
Parasomatic body of giant human form (MAP. 119; POAP. 83; SPAP. 69)

Figrrres

Giants

pants)

Dt*ft

Parasomatic body of dwarf human form

Normal ' men '

Numerous examples in POAP., SPAP. and

H"t.t d*tft

No examples available.

(Occu-

Deficiencies

in UFO
figures

Lower portions
mlssrng of ln-

Parasomatic bodies

No stomach

No stomach to proiector's parasomatic body (PAP.

No head, mouth,
arms, nose, ot

Apparently indications of the undeveloped (humanoid) form of the parasomatic

definile

eyes

Helmets

O".{1".. *rtt

of

_

trail av'ay into indefiniteness (SPAP. 58); mist envelope

lower body (SPAP. 163); no l'eet (PAP. 72; SPAP.

body.

(See illustration

in POAP.

163).

72),

145).

Ditto.

Ditto. Caplike attachment of the link (MUJ.
p-"*r"t" b"dy - f*
Tl*
""d"*i"p"d

207).

Normal clcthing
Belts

Normal clothing (PAB. 282f.; N!('1.1. 5f).
Perhaps a form of the link, especially when associated with a ray.

Capes

Perhaps further forms of the link. Together with 'wings,' etc., could be
parasomatic meratial left over after the building up of the human form.

Hoods

figures

93).

Subiect encounters monster (AP.

Perhaps due to the semi-human aspect of the palasomatic body (POAP. 145).
and its mol'ements when not under complete control of the conscious exteriorised entity.

Slit mouth,

ages

_

R"b."

heels, etc.

Append-

32).

MAP.

Monsters

(FSR. 9.2.4).

Clothine
of figures

(ML. 60, 75t OBE.

Ihe riesed arm
One arm

Objects held in
the hand.

A*""h"*r,, *

the top of thb
head: Helmets
Tubes

In most UFO reports this feature reads as being the witness' perception of the
the psychophysical link. This arm fascinates the average UFO witness as
much as the astlal cord does the ecsomatic proiector. (For fuller inlbrmation
on this and other appendages of the UFOs and their occupants, as aspects o{
the link, see my Psychophysical Link in UFO Encounters,
All

these rods, tubes, drinking vessels,'pencils,'balls, rings, funnels, rveapons,
etc., of the UFO enriiies seem to be homologues of the psychophysical lirk.

M"* L-"1**

the top of the head. The fine threads of the link spread out to form a
covering the herd of the parasomatic body (MUJ. 207).

cap

Long hair

Antenna.Attachments to
the brow:

Peaked caps

Long noses
Trunks

At,""h*rtr a

the back of the
head and neck:

Tl* pt)^l-plly*"1 l"rk @*
cases,

the body being

senseC as

exteriorised (PAB. 52, 99).

a phantasmal object when the subject

is

Th"

parasomatic
body (PAB. 52; POAP. 141).
"rych"phy

Capes, Vings,

Long hair

Large ears

l5

UFOIC

ECSOMATIC

Appendages

Attachments to
the chest and
stomach: Belts,

of

figures

Tlre psychophysical link attached to rhe breast and the solar plexus (ETAL,
95ff.).. The. quivering chests of some UFO entitiei-rhe puirriio"iln'in-i
' astral cord' (PAB. 79).

Chestplates.
Rays.

(cont.)

Boxes.

Attachments to
the mouth:
Breathing tubes

!gA.--.j.*9lil
pro,ectors
extrude the ' cord

Attachments to
the back: Boxes.
Aatennaed radici

(Reflections on Subud,

subjects exteriorise_ via the mouth. Australian aborginal
' from the mouth (LM, l0l ),

a 1oir._pipe fixed to his back during proiection
by Husein Rofe, Append. B).

Srbject. seemed,to have

sets.

Objects held
under arm

pI",..,ai carried' ancbject under his arm (CGG. Z9-81). The obiect
9lT-"a."seems
carrleo
to be the cord.'

Attachments to
the sacrum:

Referemces rare

Stiff'

in projection reports, although one subject mentioned feelins
a sensation in.the sacral uea (ML. 205), and there are'pleniy oa;ii;i";;'i3

parasomatlc talls tn lolklore.

legs.'

Entity sitting.

on a pneumatrc
iack, etc.
Ecsomatic subject sees rays coming from her feet (SpAp. 163).
Trees

:

UFO or entitv in or

S.hamans,.ade_pts_ at ecsomatic projection. often seen, in their parasomatic bodies.
above or rn the branches of a tree (LM.96, 130; T.24,; S.l26,4O2). The tree
form in UFO siglrtirrgs may sometimes be aratio'nalisation oirtie psictropiiislcli
link-

above a treetop

Houses: UFO or entity in or
above a rooft6p

The phantom of the shaman may also be_seen on rooftops (5.402;. Ecsomrric
subtects have occasronally found themselves out oI the body and on the rcof
(MAP. 2, 7; SPAP. 48, l"6l).

Cais: UFO or entity

Subject drives-car for 3O mins., her-self sitting on the roof in her parasomatic
body (OIIE. 65). . Anorher subject found himself protrudiDg from-the roof of
the car he was dflvlng ((JBE. 66).

cat roof

on

S.ubiect hovers_above a

alons the road
Seen

in connection

hill,

wat-ching his physicrl body driving a motor-cycle
63t.

below. (OBE.

Shmans claim to be able to turn themselves fuarasomatically), ino animals.

with UFO.

6l). The doe raditionallv
with death-rhe final projection. C.f. Black Dog an"d \ttzita U"nt

Dogs encountered in the ecsomaric state (PAP-

Dog

associatcd
legends.

Horse

Flying horse legends of the shamans. Another death symbol of the released

sorrl-

Burnt mice found at lfatmisnter. . The mouse
in the Middle Aees (MMA. 424.461).
UFOS or entities in
or above water.

a

symbol of ecsomatic proiection

subjects report hovering over rivers and the sea (SpAp.26, J22,
FSlg."ltg
164). The. hose of the UFO _'siphoning operations' ma! represent tl,d
link. Subjects also report beins in water (SpAp. 109. li8:
l4+P. .56r-q0). _ For more information on this subiect, see' my lVater'Synl
psychophysical

bolism

in UFO

Encounters.

Mist, rain and cloud
in l-lFO encounters.

feels a flne rain pouring upon him (PAP. 54); and in a dense atmosphere
-S_ubject
(PAP.
54).

UFO or figures

Subiect travels in an electro-magnetic, grey mist, through s'hich glimoses of
the lansdcape.are-seen (PAP. 65). Another proiector found himseii in a light
blue mist which he mistook for v'ater (SPA?- 76). Mrs. X. moves throrigh
space surrounded by a blueish-mauve haze (UP. 34).

seen

in

a haze.

(2a) Movements of the UFO
Speed

puasomatic body-tra^vels at three.moving speeds: (l) walking speed, the
I Tl'e
normal speed ol- movement in waking life; (2) Faster than nomalI subiect's
but not last_enough to cause loss ofpcrceprion; (31 A speed beyond compreJ
I hension
(PAB.
59).
I
'

t6

Appearances on a straight

line (Orthotenic).

Vertical movement

The

paras_omatic body passes through obiects, and goes straight to its goal.
Ifit.should stop on the way, rhis stopping place would be ii line wittirhe
starting -and finishin-g points. There are legends of colonisation by early
peoples by means of ecsomatic reconaaissance of the new land, and their
travelling straight to it, setting up mark stones on the way.
Subject_ ascends vertically (PAP.

54). Another subject ascends vertically

tremendous speed to a great height, and then descerids (Ap. 83-84).

Looping-the-loop

Subiect loops-theJoop (PAP. 52).

Horizontal traiectory

The common mode of ecsomatic travelling.

Oblique trajectory

Subject travels in oblique line (PAP. 62)

Zigzagging

Ecsomatic sensations, and movements of thc parasomaric body (EOBT.
Zigzagging in thc elementuy stages o[ projection (PAB. 54; i'ap. .Z:).

Rocking
Pendulum motion
Falling-leaf manoeuvre

at

38,;.

Subject gently-rocks (POAP- ,ll4; MAP. 55); srvays violently (MAP. 56);
rocking (ML. 66); has a swingin! sensatior(POAP. 14i):

senses another body

"_I am_coming_dorvqr llkg a leaf" (SPAP. 139). Subject flutters to tire ground

Iike a deflated bae (SPAP. 165).
Serpentine movement
Spiral movement
Rotatory movement

Subject moves in a wave-like motion (POAP. 186).

ioiil],j"rrTr.t""

lt,

31, 52, 6e;

57). Turning

movenents

of the parasomatic body (POAP. 56; MAP.

Subjqct spins like an aeroplane propellor (POAP.
9l, 95). Whirling sensation (MAP. 42).

POAP.
Shaking movement

Subject shakes like a dog (PAP. 53)

Jerky movements

Subiect moves in a ferky manner (PAP. 53).

Somersaults. Flip-overs

Subiect turns over on is own axis (PAP,
spins another (MAP. 28).

Tiltirrc

The horizontal palasomatic body tilts into upright posture (rrAB. Illustration
No. 6).

Bouncing

Subject seer,s to bounce (POAP. 95; SPAP. 185).

52). Another

spins as one wrestler

Hovering

A verv common ecsomatic manoeuvre

Dive into water

Subject plunges headlong into a river (MAP.80); others sink into \rater
(SPAP. 141 ML. 77r MAP. 55).

Dive into the ground

Subject sinks into the ground (lv{L. 76-7).

Emergence from water

Subiect emerges fr,om water (M4L. 8_0); another has the sensation of returning
as after a dive (MAP. l4).

to the surface
UFOs merge, or unite

I{ergen-ce in the ecsomatic_state (ML.61.f.,18{.,87,93,

Increase in size

Subiect increases in size (Pewarta Kedjiwaan SaDad, Vol. VI. No.
is a comon feature of shamanic and yogic proiections.

Diminution in

size

(Television spot effect).

up'

before re-entry to body (OBE.

il7).

130,241). ' Gathering-

6).

This

No explicii,examples, but rhis is a common phenometron among apparitionsmany of which may be the parasomatic bodies of living projectors.

Pulsating

The psychophysical link pulsates.

Duplication of witness'
movements by UFO.

Para,somatic body of projector apes tLre movements of its percipient (Phantasms

of the Liuing, Case 215). Duplicaljon of movements between the phvsical
and. parasomatic bodies

10i).

(MOAP.

9f.).

Subject's gestures mimicked: (pAp.

(2b) Movements of entities
FIead movements

Head ierking in the ecsomatic state (PAB. 98).

The lifting arm, beckoning,
pointing, and other gestues

The

'cord' described as an arm (SPAP, 101). It fascinates the projector as
much as the lifting arm alarms the UFO witness. and to catch sighi of it often
to a sudden termination of the experience as does a climps6 of the UFO
entity's gesture. C.f. beckoning and pointing apparitions.

leads

l7

UFOIC

ECSOMATlC

Stiff gait

See'Robot'above.

Tottering gait

See'Bouncing'.-above. Projectors .tllight in trying out their leaping abilities.

Leaping

Subject dances

(ML. 75). C.f. leaping in lucid dreams (LD.

104):

Levitation

SjqLilu to-the above. (SPAP. 7O, 6,96l' I,OAP. 201, ctc.). Flishr
(POAP. 20r).

Handshaking

Subject.goes_ to tu.rn gg- ligtlt and touches the hand of her ecsomatic body
duplicating the action (MOAI,. 27).

Wrestling

This, in ecsomatic terms, represcnrs the struggle ro set in or out of the bodv.
Gonzales. at Caracas, 1954, was thrown by rhe eltity 1o a disrrnce of l5 feetl
the range of' cord-activity' (See PAB. 78,).

Mergence of entity with witness
head-to-head, as in the Mazaud
(France, 1954), and Reeves
(ri/eeki-I7achi Springs, 1965),

See above ' ' UFOs' merge.' As the parasomatjc and phvsical bodies are
linked head-ro-head. the heads come together ai the end of the projection.

cases

Entity bites witness on the
chin (Boas

Like the above a head-to-head encounter, but via the
(- the ' cord '), affixed to his chin.

had tubes

case)

chin.

Boas had already

Svrimming motion

Proiectors make swimming movements (PAP. 78; SPAP. 76, 100).

Kneeling

A form of the

Shooting a ray

Perception of the psychophysical link.

Specimen gathering

fe$aps yisualisations of the link touching the earth, as do the rays from the
UFO and. also its_ landing gear. The earth is the physical pole of ihe psychophysical Iink. and as such, it is one wirh the physical body. Perhaps'dimaterialisation and teleportational phenomena is implied by these actions.

Entities carry witness
horizontally

This might_ be the subiect's parital-perception of his horizontal position above
the physical body in the stages of proiection.

Collapse of entity

4- pras,omatjc_ form collapsed during an ecsomatic prciection (POAP. 92;

incomplete parasomatic body, lacking its los'er half.

SPAP.,64). -Subiect purposefully collapses her own paiasomatic body (Anon.
The Maniac\.

Luminosity
Dark

The physical body sensed as a phantasmal object. during the ecsomatic
(PAB. 99). Dark shapes frequently sensed in the exteriorised state.

shape

Luminous shape

The parasomatic body frequently luminous. " A body of

Rays, fiery fiails

The psychophysical link often iuminous (ETAL. 22f.). See . Rays,,

light,' (SpAp.

state
16).

above.

Phosphorescence

Phosphorescent streak trails subiect (PAP. 66).

Blindine lieht

Flashes of blue-green light (AP. 93). Brilliant golden
biaze of light like the sun at midday (PAP. 35).

Pallor of face

A frequent condition of the

Luminous face

An aspect of the luminous parasornatic body. A luminous face (pAp. 146).
A form with huge eyes like globes filled with pale-blue fire encountered in

Luminous

eyes

light (AP. 97). A

parasomatic phantom. (MOAP.

ilZ;U

the ecsomatic state (AP. 93J.

Colour
Green (UFO rav, or

clothine)
|
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Flashes of blue-green light seen in the ecsomatic srate (AP.
green light (ETAL. l4). Greenish slows (PAP. 61).

9

3).

Balls of

UFOIC

ECSOMATIC

Blue (ditto).

Small blue lights (ETAL. l2). Blue mist (SPAP. 76). Blue haze fMAp_ 97)
Hlue 'cord' (MAP. 106). Blue d^resses (MnP. 82, 9?). Blue gloLe (ETAL.
15, l6). Blue parasomatic body (SpAp. it; n.S. t'eO;.' Bl";h;sha; (Xp.-i3j

Vioier (djtto)

A deep violet mist (SPAP. 72). Violet parasomatic body (SpAp.

Purple (ditto)

A purplish flame

Red (ditto)

A relolving red cloud_ (ElAL. l8'. Red parasomatic body (SpAp. l7).
with ihe parasomatic body (ETAL. 36-7\.- A rosy light

seen brrrning during an escomatic experience

72).

(MAp.

69).

S.,{o."ltolit"'"0

Pink (ditto)

Pink parasomatic body (SPAP. 17)

Orange (ditto)

Pale-orange ray emerges

Yellow (ditto)

A circie of yellow light (AP. 50).

\rThite (ditto)

\W_h_ite_cord.or

Pearly (ditto)

Pearly-coloured parasomatic body (SPAP. 17, 101).

Silvery (ditto)

Thc commonest colour of the psychophyscial link (ETAL. f67).
Brilliant golden lieht (AP. 97).

from a bluish-white ovoid. (Ap.

50).

(ETAL. 25;,. White
of thc parasomatic body
lwhite luminous cloud (PAP.clothing
(N\wN. l8f. ). -!ig\
62;. -

Iridescent (ditto)

Inidescent parasomatic body (SPAP. l6). (AP.

Black (ditto)

coloul of the 'cord' (LM. 101).
{(PAP.
r01).

50).

Subject encounters men

in

black

KEY TO BIBLIOGR,APHICAL ABBII,EVIATIONS
AP,
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EOBT.

ETAL.

II.
LD.
LM.
MAP.

ML.
MMA.
.N{OAP,

MUJ.
NWN.
OBE.
PAB.

PAI'.
POAP,
S.

SD.
S.lvl.

SPAP.

T.
TAP.
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DAN BUTCHER.
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R.EPORT ON THE SPACELINK SYMPOSIIIM
SPACELINK held its fi.rst symposium in the oak-panelled lecture theatre of
Kensington Central Library during Saturday afternoon, 18 July 1970. The
theme of the symposium was ' practicai UFO research,' and the aim was to examine
the present state of UFO research, to define our objectives, and to provide a guide
for the future.
Before the proceedings started, visitors were able to view the electronic
detection equipment loaned by the Bedford UFO Society, together with the Peter
Johnson detector, the GEOS detector, and photos of SPACELINK's U.S.A.
ccrrespondent, G. L. Bernier's, magnetic UFO detectors. A comprehensive display
of fcreign UFO rnagazines aftracted interest, and photostats giving detaiis of
BUFCRA's research and investigation procedures were also on view. Anthony
Pace, r.n.,\.s., brought along his collection of meteorites.
The proceedings were opened by SPACELINK's Managing Editor, Lionel
Beer, who welcomed those present anci explained that the symposium had been
arranged 'ro give staff, consultants and readers an opportunity to meet each other
and to review the present state of UFO research and possibilities for the future.
Lionel then introduced SPACELINK's voluntary staff anci consultants. Group
representatives among ths audience included Joan Nelstrop, lIon. Sec. of DIGAP
which meets in Manchester, Sheila Waiker, Hon. Sec. of the Scottish UFO Research
Society based in Edinburgh, Albert Davey, F.R.A.s., of the South Herts UFO
investigation Group, four members of the Welsh UFO Research Association which
is based in Cardiff, and a last-minute surprise was the appearance of SPACELINK's
correspondent in Brussels, Andrew de Muyider, who was accompanied by his
attractive fiancee. Other UFO groups r'vere also represented, and a large number
of those present were niembers of BUFORA.
Lionel introduced Roger Stanway, F.R.A.s.) who chaired the first session and in
turn introduced Graham F. N. I(newstub, c.Elic., M.r.E.R.E.) F.B.I.s., A.INST.E.) a
founder-member of the British Flying Saucer Bureax in 7952 and fi.rst president of

BUtrORA in 1962.
The following summarises what he had to say on 'Defining ufology.' ' In
order to defi.ne " ufology," it is necesasry first to define " UFO." This may be
done at two levels, of which the first is the general defi.niticn of " UFO " as " a
flying object which the observer cannot identify." This definition leads to a
con'esponding definition of ufology as 'the systematic comparison of the data
suppiied by observers of UFOs rvith the data relating to conventional flying objects
and related data from such relevant disciplines as neteorology, psychiatry, astronomy,
biology, etc., with a view to establishing the nature and identiry of the UFO. This
deflnition inevitably ieaves a residue of unexplained cases.
'A more rigotous definition could restrict the term " IJFO " to " unidentified
flying objects whose observed characteristics contain at least one feature which is
incompatible with any known conventional object or natural phenomenon." The
rigorous defi.nition excludes not only identifiable objects but also those objects
rvhose descriptions contain insufficient data, and concentrates the attention on those
cases which have unexplained features, i.e. " Unidentifiable flying objects." 'To
the general definition of ufology given above must therefore be added the clause:
" The systematic study of " unidentifiable flying objects.".'
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His talk was followed by a paper from Geoffrey Doel, rvt.R.c.s., M.R.c.p., D.M.R.E.,
a BUFOP.A vice-Fresident, which was read-_in his absence (he ivas un."ai.rg th.
y_:9di:1c,of,a niece) by Peter wain. Geoffrey warned of ihe dangers
cults ' which fbed on ignoruncc and superstition,' and said that ; Methods
"iLTF6
of
investigation should be is. scie^ntific as possible.' Certainly-the-correlation of the
"famiiiar
evidential data must be scientific and inierpreted,by ttrose
with i""r""tirg
such data. This means that we must try to recruit "p.;ro";;i;;;y *ioe.*p.ii"*E
in this field.'
Gerry Rr_orvn) M.s.H.A.A., A.u.R.s.u., who has appeared on the southern Televison
prcgramme '!{o*,' called his paper 'Reflecting on definitions,, and tistea aie.ie"i
varieties of ufoiogists and posed questions whi*ch occurred to'him u, u , tay*u".;
He dernonstrated an electronic machine which is capable or , teaining ; in ;'r;;-;f
simple experience, and used this to illustrate the point that a machin? ;;d;-6 ;i
similar miniaturised components might be the basis of a self-contained mechanical
life form, rvhich could possibiy exisi somewhere in the universe.

. .. P_u"i4 R. J. viewing of Bedfordshire uFo sociery pointed out rhat an
individual was unlikeiy to be capable of more than 100 houis ikywatching ut;;rl;
his spa^re .time. in good weather conditions, whereas mechanital .t"itr1"il-"iar,

some of which his-group had already constructed, could be on watch 24 ii;";; a;;
whatever the weather and provide a permanent iecord. He felt there was no "limit
to research in this sphere-, and _ hoped eventually. to use a small
ioi
evaluating data. He considered this lhe most promising line of uFo ""*p"t"iin;;ti"gti"".

Anthony Pace, F,R.A.s., spoke on sky-scan
cameras and the u.s.A. prairie
He remarked that this system was not
the most ideal lbr recording UFO activity.
prnl, the assembly b1o\9 f9r rea, .cakes, and. sandwiches, etc., served by
4t_ 1
Betty wood, Pam I{ennedy and-charles_ Elrick.
rt seems that this opp6rtunity fdr
meeting othei ufologists, some for the first time, was appreciatea uy itt.
The meeting was resurted with more slides. The bulk of these illustrated the
reactions o^f press cartoonists to the UFO scene over the years, ana proviaeJsome
light relief.- Examples of the work of the Smithsonian Insiitution's Center foi
shcrt-Lived Phenomena, in cambridge, Massachusetts) were also screened.
_ capt. Ivar Mackay, chairman of BUFoRA, listed various categories of
phenomena in which there was a close similarity in both UFo and pu?u"oi*ur
phggomeqa, and warned of-the dangers to the novice r.vho dabbled i" p;a;;;;;i
fields without suitable knowledge.
Arnold west, Iron. Treasurer of BUFoRA, presented a scheme for a uFo
laboratory, on ihe^ basis that ' while the many i-ndividual researchers una gro"ps
have done a terrific amount of rvolk, the research is hampered uy ttre iac? oIa
central clearing house for information, which should also be able to iupply scieniiRc
Neftvork,.illustrating his talk with slides.

daia on any subject at short noiice.'
A detailed paper by steph_en smith, ru.a., BUFoRA's Director of Research,
.
t"_t{ il_ stephen's absence by Roger Stanrvay, gave comprehensive details of th6
BUFORA .inves4gation network and BUFoiiA;s 'unsung' research ptog.ur"*;

and activities, which further reassured us that

uFo

rese"arch

armchair hobby, and that practical rvor-k was being undertaken.

wasn't'dril;it;;
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Lastly, Graham Itnewstub spoke on iiaison with scientific establishments, his
comments summarised as foilows. 'Effective liaison between {JFO researchers
and scientifi.c establishments is inherently difficult because of the unflattering image
of UFO research in scientifi.c circles. The areas of research common to boih
UFO research and that of other disciplines is small, and opportunities for useful
co-operation are therefore correspondingly restricted. On the other hand, research
rvorkers are usually wiiling to discuss their rvork with people outside their establishments as far as security permits, provided the enquirer is academically and
technicallS' quaiified to discuss the work and can show a genuine interest and
constructive approach to the'work being done. The number of UFO researchers
who can fulfil these requirements is probably small.
'Holvever, liaisons of this nature are potentially very valuable, and could
result in UF{} researchers having access to data relevant to ufology rvhich could
c.'thern'ise have been discarded as being of no value. It might even become possible
in certain circumstances to devise dual-purpose experirnents.'
Final discussion hinged on the subject of obtaining funds for UFO projects.
It was again pointed cut that a certain amount of preliminary work had to be undertaken and perhaps pilot projects, before approaches could be made to suitable
educational or industriai foundations, but armed with a definite scheme it might
not be so hard to find a $Donsor.
Unfortunately due to a shortage of time, two papers were not presented to the
meeting. 'lhey were Graharn Knewstub's answer to the question 'Does historical
research have any praaticai value ?,' and Janet Gregory's views on the question
' Does investigation of contact claims have any practical value ? '
The proceedings closed with T,.ionel Beer thanking the speakers for their
contributions, and the audience for attending. Rev. Norman Cockburn ended the
symposiurn with a spontaneous speech of thanks from the floor.
Later in tlre evening, staff, consultants and symposium speakers cleariy enjoyed
the social gathering and the opportunity of further discourse at the private dinner
provided for thein at the Viscount Hotel, Kensington, and firm links rvere established
with conversation covering a wide range of subjects. Needless to say, many people
said they were looking forward to the next symposium, aithough it is hard to say if
and when this will occur'
faNar Gnuconv.

R,EVISXON OF THE B{JFOR,A CONSTITUTION-I'OSTAL BALLOT
As of August 8th, 1970, the terminal date for participation in the Postal Baliot,
al1 votes received were in favour of the suggested revisions. The Revised Constitution is, therefore, aciopted, in accordance with Articie 13.

CONT'RXEUTTONS INVITED
Articles, letters and Book Reviews ale welcomed for iilclusion in the 'Journal.'
Contributors should use double spacing and type on one side of the paper only.
Correspondence requiring a reply should be accompanied by a s.a.e.
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Don't-be deceived by the attractive glossy cover, as you will fii-rd the inside is
packed with serious, inteiesting and useful informatlon.

The cu^rrent issue.(V_ol.^6, N.o. 3) !191u{e1 the iatest from rhe Ministrl.
Defence, mini-uFos, the 1897 uFo controversy (illustratedt
humanoids landing ar Arc-sous-cicon, comparative iisi of canadian
UFO magazines, " Lionel's . Litter " (that - indispensable source of
S9c.i-nqlng information), meering ciares and booi< and nragazinc details.
Well illustrated.
Sample copy: 316d. or 60 cents
Four issue subscription: 13l6d. Foreign
or $2.00
USA: Paradice lnternational, 2g0 Washington, Vidor, Texa.s 71662.
Canada: joseph Sklaruk, 145 Cosburn Avenue, Apt. 703, To;"onto 6.
UK: Atlantis Bookshop, 49a Museum Strcer, Lonrion i,h'Cl
DT\UAGE Bookshop, 28 Bedfordbury, l,oncion WC2
KSM Bookshgl, 84 King Street, Cambridge
Susanne Stebbing (bookseller) and most UFO clubs;

of

OR:
thri.stine Jlenning, Spacelink Sub-Dept, 9g M_ayday Gardens,
London
SE3.

PERSOIEAL
THE TOPSTONE. Recent book,. 60 map-dravrings. Ten-years

research, arr,

writing.^ American sauc_er.{eport-sites show simple"mathernaiical A".ignr, Ouse.i
on the_Great Pyramid-Nile Delta-palestine land_ clesigns. L,and. u.""1 *"iuig.J
from trasic measurements circle, square, trangie. _ilypotheiicai .ir" ,',i.!il!
topston_e
_Egyp,. Bibie repoits, ancienr records,- earth-inoon clesigns. price oT'
book: 5 dollars.
send orders to author: Kenneth !lov4,I
aison, vrcrclty RESEARCI{, 415+
-Califor:nia
South Coronado Street, Los Angeles,
90057 USA.

ANNUAL GENERAN, ]IIEETING

ig?S

In accordance with the provisions of Articie 8(d) of tire Constitution of the
BUFORA, the Annual,General Me-eting will be heid on satuiday, october 3rd,
1970,^at,6 p.m.r at the Kensington central Librarl', as previousry announced.
onl1, members of the.Association in good standing,^i.e., in p"ossession of a valid
membership card, are entitled to be present and votelt tne a.i;.nn.
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UFO SOCTETIES_MEETINGS
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\rATFORD

5 September
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Saturday
Tuesday
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1l

LONDON
LONDON
GUILDFORD
ANDOVER

12 September

LONDON

Saturday

September

Saturday

19 September

'Iuesday
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Thursday
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9 October 7.30
13 October 8 p.m.
24 October 7 p.m.

.l\,lANCHESTER Friday

Andovcr Public Library.

BUFoRA
cenrral Library, campden
ftF.*;ulril?ll*ton
DIGAP
E:periments sith ESP. Friends Meeting llouse,
SIIUFOIO
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Stre

e1 .

Rail StalT Assoc'n Hail, St.
COS-MOS Meeting, Kensington Centrai l-ibrary, Campden
Hill Road, !(.8.
Tuesday
27 October 8 p.m. SIGAP
Plastic Coatings Ltd., Guild#.T,iii.o*a"1"*"n,
Thursday 29 October 7.30 ANDOVER UI--OLOGIS-fS Ilccrins. Children's Room.
Andover Ptrhlic Librar5.
31 october 7 p.m. CoNTACt
SaturdaY
Mary Caine, caxton

I('ATFOI{D
LONDON
GUILDFORD
ANDOVER
LONDON

Tuesday

I.ONDON
\(/ATFORD

Saturday

Saturday

'fuesday

BUFORA

7.30 DIGAP

13 November

LONDON
GUILDFORD
ANDOVER
LONDON

SaturdaY

21 November ? p.m.

COS-MOt

Tuesday

24 November 8 p.m.

SIGAP

Thursday
Saturday

Xi."ll"*n.P,.]tish

f,:f,..8;:r.3"51r'i;.;ars.
r, .yr, O.,hot.ry and UFOs-Panel. Ke nsington
Central T.ihrarv10 November 8 p.m. SHUFOIG Meeting. Bri;ish Rsil Staff Assoc'n Hall, St.
7 Novembcr ? p.m.

MANCHESTER Friday

LONDON
V,'ATFORD

1970-71

p.m. BUFORA Lecture-Gordon Creighton, ts-ensington Central
Library, W.8.
8 p.m. SHUFOIO
Rail Staff Assoc'n Hall, St.
X;:,,llrrria"ff]tish
7.30 DIGAP
Astronomical Facis ani UIr0 Theory. Itriends
Meeting House.
7 p.m. CONTACT
Alliance Hall, Caxron Street,
Rllln,,rl:l:,,
7 p.m. COS-MOS A.G.M. Kensington Ceniral Library, Campden
Hill Road, V/.8.
8 p.m. SIGAP
Plastic Coatings Ltd., Guild1fr"jtf,g.n"Si"*en,
7.30 ANDOVER UFOLbGISTS Meering. Children's Room

7

26 November

Alban's Road.

ff::r,i?u.,r*i.-

B, Friends Meetins House,

#;iffig.o.[:.t:ington

Central Library, Campden

Meeting. Canteen, Plastic Coatings Ltd., Guild-

7.30 ANDovER ',3foBia?itStt Meeting. chiidren's

Room,

Andover Public Library.
28 November 7 p.m. CONTACT Meeting. Ca<ton I{aJI, Caxton Strcet, l(/est-

5 December

Saturday
'fuesday

8 December

I December

minste r, S.W. 1.
p.m. BUFORA Aliens-Anthony' Durham. Kensirgton Centual
Library, W. 8.
8 p.m. SHUFOI"
Rail Staff Assoc'n Hall, St.
lfi;lt*l."5ritish
7.30 DIGAP
B, Friends L{eeting House,
fi"?#.rr.Tj,l*
7 p.m. CONTACT UFOs Chronicled-Lionel Beer, Caxton Hall,
7.30 ANDoVER tifrSisEiitis Meeting. children's Room,
7

MANCHESTER Friday

I

LONDON
ANDOVER

Saturday

12 December

Thursday

17 December

LONDON

Saturday

LONDON

Saturday

I,ONDON

January
January
30 January

p.m. COS-MOS Meeting.
Central Library, Campden
Hill Road, I/.8.
Saturday 6 February 7 p.m. BUFORA UFOs and The Bible-Rev. Norman Cockburn,
Ph.D., Kensington Library.
Saturday 27 February 7 p.m. COS-]VIOS Meeting. Kensington Central Library, Campden
Hill Road, W.8.
(editor FSR.), Kensing7 p.m. BUFoRA
Saturday 6 March
ki.3ffi?f,rJ;rBowen
p.m.
7
COS-MOS Meeting. Kensinglon Central Library, Campden
Saturday 27 March
Hill Road, V/.8.
7 p.m. BUFORA Meeting. Kensington Central Library, Campden
Saturday 3 April
Hili Road, W.8.
7 p.m. COS-MOt
Cental Library, Campden
Saturday 24 April

I971

LONDON
LONDON
LONDON
LONDON
LONDON
LONDON

Saturday

Andover Public Library.

2

7

p.m, BUFORA Lecture-Alan Watts, FRMetS., Kensington

9

7

p.m. COS-MOt

7

Central Library, \W.8.

ffi;tt*.$i:ington
-Kensington

ffiit*r.$nsinston

Central Library, Campden

Saturday I May & 5 June 7 p.m. BUFORA -N{eetings,- Kensington Central Library, W.8.
LONDON
(BUFORA IOURNAL can accept no responsibility for cancellations or alterations which may occur in connection
with any of lhe events listed above).
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CAMBRIDGE U.F.O. STUDY SOCIETY:
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c/o Miss S. \ff/alker, 69 Northumberland Streer, Edinburgh EH3 6JG.

SOUTH LINCOLNSHIRE U.F.O. STUDY GROUP:
c/o Mrs. P. Barnes, 43 Gladstone Street, Bourne, Lincs.
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NOTTINGHAM U.F.O. DETECTION SOCIETY:

c/o J. Wisniewski, Esq., 72 Sneinton Dale, Sneiton, Nottingham.
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c/o C. !7. Osborne, Esq., Students Union, The University, Southampton.
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N. Ireland.
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page

Please send ad. copy and related correspondence to the Vice-Chairman:
L. E. Beer, 15 Freshwater Court, Crawford Street, London, WIH lHS.

CORRESPONDENCE: General-Honorary Secretary, Miss B. Wood,

6,

Cairn Avenue, Ealing, London, \7.5.

SUBSCRIPTIONS: Mrs. A. Harcourt, 170

Faversham Road,

I(ennington,

I

Ashford, Kent.

EDITORIAL : Dr. J. Cleary-Baker, 3 Devenish Road,

Weeke,

Nr. \finchester,

I{ants,

LIBRARIAN

:

Capt.

I.

Mackay, 5 Pitt Street, London, W.8.

IJFO REPORT/PRESS CUTTINGS: Omar Fowler, 149 Mytchett

Road,

Camberley, Surrey.

RESEARCH : S. L. Smith, n.R., 'Hill l{ouse,' Melton Road, Edwalton, Notting4BU. UFO REPORT/PRESS CUTTINGS.

ham, NG12

Burnetts Printing Works, Cyprus Road, Burgess

Hill.

3126

.

